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Abstract. In this article we address the length of perverse sheaves arising as direct
images of rank one local systems on complements of hyperplane arrangements. In the
case of a cone over an essential line arrangement with at most triple points, we provide
combinatorial formulas for these lengths. As by-products, we also obtain in this case
combinatorial formulas for the intersection cohomology Betti numbers of rank one local
systems on the complement with same monodromy around the planes.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Overview. Perverse sheaves and intersection cohomology are fundamental objects
encoding the complexity of the topology of a stratified space. Every perverse sheaf on a
complex algebraic variety (and using field coefficients for sheaves) has a finite maximal
filtration, called composition series, with non-zero simple successive quotients. The
length of a perverse sheaf counts the number of simple objects in any composition series.
There is currently no known algorithm to compute the length of a perverse sheaf.

The simplest perverse sheaves are the local systems. Understanding the length of
local systems amounts to understanding the geometry of the GIT quotient map from
the space of representations of the fundamental group of the variety to the moduli of
(semi-simple) local systems.

A next natural class of perverse sheaves to consider are direct images via the open
embedding of local systems on the complement of a hypersurface. In this article we
address the length of such perverse sheaves on Cn constructed from rank one local
systems on the complement of an arrangement of hyperplanes.

1.2. Notation. We denote by Perv(Cn) the category of C-perverse sheaves on Cn. Let
G(Cn) be the Grothendieck group of Perv(Cn), namely the free abelian group on symbols
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[P ], one for each perverse sheaf P ∈ Perv(Cn), modulo the subgroup generated by the
relation [Q] = [P ] + [R] for every short exact sequence of perverse sheaves 0 → P →
Q → R → 0. The collection of isomorphism classes of simple perverse sheaves gives a
basis for G(Cn). For any P ∈ Perv(Cn), [P ] has an unique way to be written down as a
sum over this basis in G(Cn):

[P ] =
∑
[Q]

a[Q](P ) · [Q],

where [Q] runs over the isomorphism classes of simple perverse sheaves Q, and a[Q](P )
are non-negative integers of which only finitely many of them are non-zero. The length
of the perverse sheaf P is

`(P ) =
∑
[Q]

a[Q](P ).

For P,R ∈ Perv(Cn), we say that

[P ] ≥ [R]

if a[Q](P ) ≥ a[Q](R) for every [Q].
The characteristic cycle of P will be denoted by CC(P ). Recall that CC factors

through the Grothendieck group G(Cn), see [Dim04, Section 4.3]. Note that the
Grothendieck group of constructible sheaves is isomorphic to the Grothendieck group of
perverse sheaves by using perverse cohomology.

1.3. General results for hyperplane arrangements. Let

A = {H1, · · · , Hr}

be an arrangement of mutually distinct hyperplanes in Cn. Let

j : U = Cn \
r⋃
i=1

Hi → Cn

denote the open embedding of the complement. Let L be a rank one C-local system
on U . Since j is an affine morphism and quasi-finite, Rj∗ restricts to a functor on the
categories of perverse sheaves, hence Rj∗(L[n]) is a perverse sheaf on Cn, see [Dim04,
Corollary 5.2.17].

The center of A is
⋂r
i=1Hi. The arrangement A is called central if the center is not

empty and contains the origin 0. The arrangement A is called essential if there is a sub-
arrangement B ⊂ A such that the center of B is a point. For more details see [Dim17,
Definition 2.6] .

An edge of A is either Cn or a non-empty set that is an intersection of hyperplanes in
A. Let E(A) denote the set of all edges of A.

For each edge W , A induces a hyperplane arrangement AW in W , obtained by in-
tersecting W with the hyperplanes not containing it. To the local system L one can
associate a rank one local system LW on the corresponding complement UW = W \AW .
On the other hand, A also induces a hyperplane arrangement AW in Cn/W and a rank
one local system LW on the complement UW . See Section 3 for the precise definitions of
the triples (AW , UW , LW ) and (AW , UW , LW ).
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We have the following relation between the length of Rj∗L[n] and top-degree coho-
mology of associated local systems:

Theorem 1.1. Let L be a rank one local system on the complement U of an essential
hyperplane arrangement A in Cn. Then

(1) [Rj∗L[n]] ≥
∑

W∈E(A)

dimHw(UW , LW ) · [IC(W,LW )],

and hence

(2) `(Rj∗L[n]) ≥
∑

W∈E(A)

dimHw(UW , LW ),

where the sums are over all the edges W of A, w = codimW , and IC denotes the
intersection chain complex. Moreover, (1) holds as equality if and only if so does (2).

Remark 1.2. (a) If L is the constant sheaf, then LW and LW are both constant sheaves,
and

(3) [Rj∗CU [n]] =
∑

W∈E(A)

dimHw(UW ) · [CW [n− w]].

Since the Betti numbers of a complement of a hyperplane arrangement are combinatorial
by [OT92], this gives a combinatorial formula for the length of Rj∗CU [n]. This result
has been obtained by several people: [Lo93, BS10, Oak15, Pe17, BG18].

(b) If A is a line arrangement (n = 2) or a generic hyperplane arrangement, then
(2) holds as equality for any rank one local system, see [AB10, AB12]. Recall that an
arrangement in Cn is generic if for every non-empty subset S ⊂ A, the intersection of
all hyperplanes in S is empty if |S| > n and has codimension |S| if |S| ≤ n.

(c) For any rank one local system L on U , one has a combinatorial upper bound:

`(Rj∗L[n]) ≤ (Rj∗CU [n]).

Moreover, this is an equality if and only L is the constant sheaf, see Proposition 5.1.
This was kindly pointed out to us by a referee.

(d) The inequality (2) can be strict, see Example 4.4.

It is easy to see that the length problem for Rj∗L[n] can always be reduced to the
central essential hyperplane arrangement case. A complete combinatorial answer for
when length one occurs is thus given by the next result.

Consider the algebraic group

MB(U) := Hom(H1(U,Z),C∗) ∼= (C∗)r,
the moduli space of rank one local systems on U . A tuple t = (t1, · · · , tr) ∈ (C∗)r corre-
sponds to the rank one local system Lt on U with monodromy ti around the hyperplane
Hi. With this notation, one has:

Theorem 1.3. [BLSW17, Theorems 1.2 and 1.5] If A is a central hyperplane arrange-
ment in Cn and L a rank one local system on the complement, the following are equiva-
lent:

(a) `(Rj∗L[n]) = 1,
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(b) Rj!L[n] = Rj∗L[n] = IC(Cn, L),
(c)

∏
W (
∏

W⊂Hi ti − 1) 6= 0, where t ∈ (C∗)r with L = Lt, and W are the dense
edges. For the definition of dense edges, see the end of Definition 3.1.

We give now a combinatorial answer for when length two occurs in Theorem 1.1:

Theorem 1.4. If A is an essential hyperplane arrangement in Cn and L a rank one
local system on the complement, the following are equivalent:

(a) `(Rj∗L[n]) = 2,
(b) there exists a dense edge W of A such that

[Rj∗L[n]] = [IC(Cn, L)] + [IC(W,LW )],

(c) there exists a dense edge W of A with |χ(P(UW ))| = 1,
∏

W⊂Hi ti = 1, and∏
W ′(
∏

W ′⊂Hi ti − 1) 6= 0, where t ∈ (C∗)r with L = Lt, and W ′ are the dense
edges different from W .

Here and throughout, χ( ) denotes the topological Euler characteristic.
We conjecture that the set of L with `(Rj∗L[n]) = k admits a combinatorial descrip-

tion for every k, that is, the length function is combinatorial.

1.4. Plane arrangements. We show that (2) holds as equality for most of cases in
dimension 3.

Theorem 1.5. Let Lt be a rank one local system on the complement of an essential
plane arrangement A in C3 corresponding to t ∈ (C∗)r. If ti 6= 1 for every 1 ≤ i ≤ r,
then (2) holds as equality.

If ti = 1 for some i, we have a partial result:

Proposition 1.6. Let Lt be a rank one local system on the complement of a central
essential plane arrangement A in C3 corresponding to t ∈ (C∗)r. Then `(Rj∗Lt[3]) can
be computed in terms of the cohomology jump loci V2

j (U(B)), defined as in (15), of the
complements of all possible sub-arrangements B of A and all j ≥ 1. Moreover,

(4) 0 ≤ `(Rj∗Lt[3])−
∑

W∈E(A)

dimHw(UW , LW ) ≤ #{i | ti = 1}

where the sum is over all the edges W of A and w = codimW .

This allows us to show that (2) can fail to be an equality, see Example 4.4.
A folklore conjecture is that cohomology jump loci of rank one local systems on com-

plements of hyperplane arrangements admit combinatorial formulas. This would imply
that `(Rj∗L[3]) is also combinatorial, as conjectured above.

1.5. By-products: intersection cohomology and characteristic cycles. As an
application, when (1) holds as equality one can turn it around by deletion-restriction
method and induction to provide formulas for intersection cohomology and characteristic
cycles of intersection complexes. This is also related to formulas which have appeared
already in Nang-Takeuchi [NT05, Theorem 1.1] for the case of hypersurfaces with isolated
singularities, see Remark 2.5.
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We restrict for simplicity to central essential plane arrangements in C3 and to local
systems with the same monodromy around each hyperplane. To fix the notation, for
s ∈ C∗ let Ls denote the rank one local system on U corresponding to (s, . . . , s) ∈ (C∗)r.
Since IC(C3, L1) is the (shifted) constant sheaf, we focus on the case s 6= 1.

For a central essential plane arrangement A in C3, the set of edges is

E(A) = {C3, H1, · · · , Hr,Λ1, · · · ,Λl, 0},
where Λj are the mutually distinct 1-dimensional edges. Denote by mj the number of
planes of A containing Λj.

Let f =
∏r

i=1 fi be an equation defining the hyperplane arrangement A, with fi linear
polynomials defining the hyperplanes Hi. The smooth variety

F := {x ∈ C3 | f(x) = 1}
is called the Milnor fiber of A. It is classical, see [Dim17, §5.1] for example, that F is
diffeomorphic to the Milnor fiber of f at the origin and the monodromy action on

H∗(F ) = H∗(F,C)

is semi-simple and has order r. Let H∗(F )s denote the monodromy eigenspace of H∗(F )
with eigenvalue s ∈ C∗. Let ∆∗(t) denote the characteristic polynomial the monodromy
on H∗(F ). Then it is known (see [Dim17, (5.5)]) that ∆0(t) = t− 1 and

∆0(t)∆2(t)

∆1(t)
= (tr − 1)χ(F )/r.

Note that χ(F )/r is combinatorially determined:

χ(F )/r = −2r + 3 +
l∑

j=1

(mj − 1).

So knowing one of ∆1(t) and ∆2(t) is equivalent to knowing the other one.
Set

δj(s) =

{
mj − 1 if smj 6= 1,
1 if smj = 1,

and

δ′j(s) =

{
mj − 2 if sr = 1 and smj = 1,
0 otherwise.

Theorem 1.7. Let A be a central essential plane arrangement in C3. Let 1 6= s ∈ C∗
and let Ls be the rank one local system on the complement of A with monodromy s
around each plane in A. Then:

(a) Denoting by T ∗WC3 the conormal bundle of the edge W ,

CC(IC(C3, Ls)) = T ∗C3C3 +
∑r

i=1 T
∗
Hi
C3 +

∑l
j=1 δj(s) · T ∗ΛjC

3+

+
(∑l

j=1(δj(s) + δ′j(s))− r + 1− dimH2(F )s

)
· T ∗0 C3.

(b) In particular,

χ(IC(C3, Ls)) =
l∑

j=1

δ′j(s)− dimH2(F )s.
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(c) Moreover,

dim IHi(C3, Ls) =


0 if i 6= 1, 2,

dimH1(U,Ls) = dimH1(F )s if i = 1,

dimH2(F )s + dimH1(F )s −
∑l

j=1 δ
′
j(s) if i = 2.

Remark 1.8. The above formulas show that the cycle CC(IC(C3, Ls)) and the num-
bers χ(IC(C3, Ls)), dimH2(F )s, dimH1(F )s, dim IH1(C3, Ls), and dim IH2(C3, Ls) are
combinationally determined if and only if one of these six terms is.

It is an old, still open conjecture that dimH i(F )s are combinatorial. A recent result
of Papadima-Suciu [PS17, Theorem 1.2] proves this conjecture for the case of a central
essential plane arrangement A in C3 that is a cone over a projective line arrangement
with multiplicities at most three, that is, mj is either 2 or 3 for all j. More precisely,
they have introduced a combinatorial invariant β3(A) ∈ {0, 1, 2} of A such that

∆1(t) = (t− 1)r−1(t2 + t+ 1)β3(A).

One obtains then the following combinatorial formulas:

Theorem 1.9. Let A be a central essential plane arrangement in C3 that is a cone over
a projective line arrangement with multiplicities at most three. Let 1 6= s ∈ C∗ and let
Ls be the rank one local system on the complement of A with monodromy s around each
plane in A. Let n3(A) denote the number of 1-dimensional edges with multiplicity 3.
Then:

(a)

CC(IC(C3, Ls)) = T ∗C3C3 +
r∑
i=1

T ∗HiC
3 +F,

where

F =


∑

mj=2 T
∗
Λj
C3 + 2

∑
mj=3 T

∗
Λj
C3 + (

(
r−1

2

)
− n3(A)) · T ∗0 C3 if sr 6= 1 and s3 6= 1,∑

mj=2 T
∗
Λj
C3 + 2

∑
mj=3 T

∗
Λj
C3 + (r − 2) · T ∗0 C3, if sr = 1 and s3 6= 1,∑l

j=1 T
∗
Λj
C3 + (

(
r−1

2

)
− 2n3(A)) · T ∗0 C3, if sr 6= 1 and s3 = 1,∑l

j=1 T
∗
Λj
C3 + (r − 2− β3(A)) · T ∗0 C3, if sr = 1 and s3 = 1.

(b)

χ(IC(C3, Ls)) =

 n3(A)−
(
r−1

2

)
if sr = 1 and s3 6= 1,

2n3(A)− β3(A)−
(
r−1

2

)
if sr = 1 and s3 = 1,

0 otherwise.

(c)

IH0(C3, Ls) = 0 = IH3(C3, Ls),

dim IH1(C3, Ls) =

{
β3(A) if sr = 1 and s3 = 1,
0 otherwise,

dim IH2(C3, Ls) =


(
r−1

2

)
− n3(A) if sr = 1 and s3 6= 1,

2β3(A) +
(
r−1

2

)
− 2n3(A) if sr = 1 and s3 = 1,

0 otherwise.
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(d)

`(Rj∗Ls[3]) =


1 if sr 6= 1 and s3 6= 1,
1 +

(
r−2

2

)
− n3(A) if sr = 1 and s3 6= 1,

1 + n3(A) if sr 6= 1 and s3 = 1,
1 +

(
r−2

2

)
+ β3(A) if sr = 1 and s3 = 1.

1.6. D-modules. Due to the Riemann-Hilbert correspondence, every statement made
so far can be restated (and proved) in terms of D-modules only. Relevant articles on
the questions addressed in this article are sometimes written in terms of D-modules,
e.g. [AB10, AB12, BG18, Gin86, Oak15]. To make this article accessible to D-module
theorists, and conversely, to justify the topological statements one derives from the cited
works, we recall now the algebraic counterparts of the two main topological objects
studied in this article.

Let D be the sheaf of linear algebraic differential operators on Cn. Let f =
∏

i=1 fi be
an equation defining the hyperplane arrangement A, with fi linear polynomials defining
the hyperplanes Hi. Let Lt with t ∈ (C∗)r be a rank one local system on U = {f 6= 0}.
Fix α ∈ Cr such that t = exp(2πiα). Then the monomorphism of perverse sheaves

IC(Cn, Lt) ⊂ Rj∗Lt[n]

corresponds to the monomorphism of D-modules generated by applying the operators
in D in an obvious way to symbols as follows:

D ·
r∏
i=1

fαi+ki ⊂ D ·
r∏
i=1

fαi−ki = O[
∏
i

f−1
i ]
∏
i

fαii

with k ∈ N, k � 0, where O is the sheaf of regular functions on Cn, see [Bud15].

1.7. Method and organization. In this paper, varieties are complex algebraic vari-
eties, and all cohomology groups are taken with C coefficients unless otherwise stated.

For the proofs we occasionally use a few non-elementary facts: the structure and prop-
agation of cohomology jump loci of rank one local systems on complements of hyperplane
arrangements [DSY15], the fact that length jump loci are absolute Q-constructible sets
[BGLW17], a bit of mixed Hodge theory [BFNP09, Lemma 2.18] saying that the in-
termediate extension functor is exact upon certain weight conditions, and as already
mentioned, the main result of [PS17].

In Section 2 we give a general lower bound for the lengths of certain perverse sheaves.
In Section 3 we refine this calculation for the case of hyperplane arrangements and prove
Theorems 1.1 and 1.4. In Section 4 we specialize to dimension three and prove Theorem
1.5 and Proposition 1.6. In Section 5 we prove Theorems 1.7 and 1.9.

1.8. Acknowledgement. We thank B. Wang for his help with various questions related
to this paper. We thank the referees for helping us improve the paper. The first author
was partly supported by the grants STRT/13/005 and Methusalem METH/15/026 from
KU Leuven, and G0B2115N, G097819N, and G0F4216N from the Research Foundation -
Flanders. The second author was supported by the ERCEA 615655 NMST Consolidator
Grant and also by the Basque Government through the BERC 2018-2021 program and
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Gobierno Vasco Grant IT1094-16, by the Spanish Ministry of Science, Innovation and
Universities: BCAM Severo Ochoa accreditation SEV-2017-0718.

2. A lower bound for the length of perverse sheaves

The goal of this section is to prove Theorem 2.4 which gives a lower bound on the
length of certain perverse sheaves related with any hypersurface. In the next sections,
we will specialize to hyperplane arrangements.

2.1. Length of perverse sheaves. LetX be a complex algebraic variety. We denote by
Db
c(X) the derived category of bounded C-constructible sheaves on X, and by Perv(X)

the abelian category of C-perverse sheaves. Perv(X) is an artinian and noetherian
category, see [BBD82, Theorem 4.3.1]. In other words, every perverse sheaf P has a
finite length composition series

0 = P0 ↪→ P1 ↪→ · · · ↪→ Pm = P

for which the quotients Pi/Pi−1 are simple, that is, of the form IC(S, L). Here S is a con-
nected stratum in a Whitney stratification of X with respect to which P is constructible,
L is an irreducible local system on S, and

IC(S, L) := (iS)∗(jS)!∗(L[dimS])

denotes the corresponding intersection chain complex on the closure S, where jS : S → S
and iS : S → X are the natural inclusions, and j!∗ is the intermediate extension functor
from [BBD82, Définition 1.4.22] which we recall below as well. The simple perverse
sheaves Pi/Pi−1 are called the decomposition factors of P .

Let G(X) be the Grothendieck group of Perv(X). Then we have that in G(X),

[P ] =
m∑
i=1

[Pi/Pi−1]

and `(P ) = m. In particular, [P ] and `(P ) do not depend on of the choice of composition
series for P . If R is a sub or quotient perverse sheaf of P , then it is clear that [P ] ≥ [R].

2.2. Intermediate extension functor. Let j : U → X be a locally closed embedding
such that X = U . Given a perverse sheaf P on U , the natural map j!P → Rj∗P induces
a map on perverse cohomology pH0(j!P ) → pH0(Rj∗P ). The intermediate extension
j!∗P is defined as the image of this morphism in Perv(X). If U is smooth of dimension
n and L is a local system on U , then IC(X,L) = j!∗(L[n]).

The following facts about the intermediate extension functor can be found in [DM09].
The intermediate extension functor behaves well only when it comes to the simple per-
verse sheaves, that is, it takes a simple perverse sheaf into a simple perverse sheaf. In
general, j!∗ : Perv(U)→ Perv(X) is not exact in the following way. Let

0→ P
a→ Q

b→ R→ 0

be a short exact sequence in Perv(U). Then j!∗ preserves injections and projections, but
exactness in the middle can fail in general. This implies:
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Proposition 2.1. Let j : U → X be a locally closed embedding such that X = U , where
X is irreducible. Consider a short exact sequence of perverse sheaves on U :

(5) 0→ P
a→ Q

b→ R→ 0

Then we have the following inequality:

(6) [j!∗Q] ≥ [j!∗P ] + [j!∗R],

hence

(7) `(j!∗Q) ≥ `(j!∗P ) + `(j!∗R).

Moreover, j!∗ is exact to the short exact sequence (5) if and only if (6) or (7) holds as
equality.

Corollary 2.2. Let j : U → X be a locally closed embedding such that X = U , where X
is irreducible. Assume that P ∈ Perv(U) with [P ] =

∑
[Q] a[Q](P ) · [Q] in G(U), with Q

simple perverse sheaves. Set j!∗[P ] :=
∑

[Q] a[Q](P ) · [j!∗Q] in G(X). Then we have that

(8) [j!∗P ] ≥ j!∗[P ]

hence

(9) `(j!∗P ) ≥ `(P )

Proof. Assume that P has length m. Then the composition series of P gives us (m− 1)
short exact sequences of perverse sheaves. The claim follows from (6), (7), and the fact
that j!∗ takes simple perverse sheaves into simple perverse sheaves. �

Example 2.3. [DM09, Example 2.7.1] Let L be a rank 2 local system on the punctured
complex line C∗ defined by the automorphism

(
1 0
1 1

)
∈ GL2(C). One has a short exact

sequence of perverse sheaves:

0→ CC∗ [1]→ L[1]→ CC∗ [1]→ 0,

where CC∗ is the rank 1 constant sheaf on C∗. Let j denote the open inclusion from
C∗ to C. As shown in [DM09, Example 2.7.1], j!∗ is not an exact functor for this short
exact sequence.

Note that [L[1]] = 2 · [CC∗ [1]] and `(L[1]) = 2. It is easy to compute that [j!∗(L[1])] =
2·[CC[1]]+1·[C0], hence `(j!∗(L[1])) = 3. Thus strict inequalities can happen in Corollary
2.2.

2.3. A lower bound. Let X be an irreducible algebraic variety of dimension n, and Z
a closed proper subvariety of X, such that the complement U = X \ Z is smooth. Let
j : U → X be the open embedding. Let L be a local system on U . We assume that
Rj∗(L[n]) is a perverse sheaf on X (e.g., j is an affine morphism). Then j!∗(L[n]) is a
perverse subsheaf of Rj∗(L[n]). If L is irreducible, then j!∗(L[n]) is simple, hence one
can use the length of Rj∗(L[n]) to measure the difference between these two perverse
sheaves. The following is probably known, but we could not find a reference:
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Theorem 2.4. With the above notations, assume that Rj∗(L[n]) is a perverse sheaf on
X. Fix a Whitney stratification G of X such that Rj∗(L[n]) is constructible with respect
to this stratification. Then:

(10) [Rj∗L[n]] ≥
∑
S∈G

[IC(S,LS)]

hence

(11) `(Rj∗L[n]) ≥
∑
S∈G

`(IC(S,LS)),

where LS = (Rsj∗L)|S is a local system on S, and s is the codimension of S.

Proof. Let Ui denote the union of all the strata in G of codimension at most i. Then we
have the following sequence of maps:

U = U0

j1
↪→ U1

j2
↪→ · · ·

jn
↪→ Un = X.

Set
ji+m,··· ,i = ji+m ◦ ji+m−1 · · · ◦ ji : Ui−1 ↪→ Ui+m.

In particular, jn,··· ,1 = j. The set Ui is open in X, so (jn,··· ,i+1)−1 is a perverse t-exact
functor, see [Dim04, Theorem 5.2.4(iv)]. Hence

(12) R(ji,··· ,1)∗(L[n]) = (jn,··· ,i+1)−1Rj∗L[n]

is also perverse for any 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Thus (ji)!∗R(ji−1,··· ,1)∗(L[n]) is a perverse subsheaf
of R(ji,··· ,1)∗L[n]. We have n short exact sequences of perverse sheaves:

0→ (j1)!∗(L[n])→ R(j1)∗L[n]→ Q1 → 0

...

0→ (ji)!∗R(ji−1,··· ,1)∗(L[n])→ R(ji,··· ,1)∗L[n]→ Qi → 0(13)

...

0→ (jn)!∗R(jn−1,··· ,1)∗(L[n])→ R(jn,··· ,1)∗L[n]→ Qn → 0

where Qi denotes the corresponding quotient perverse sheaf on Ui. It is clear that
Qi|Ui−1

= 0.
Recall Deligne’s construction ([BBD82, Proposition 2.1.11]), for any 1 ≤ i ≤ n:

(ji)!∗R(ji−1,··· ,1)∗(L[n]) = τ≤i−1−nR(ji,··· ,1)∗(L[n]),

where the truncation functor τ is with respect to the standard t-structure. Since the
complex R(ji,··· ,1)∗(L[n]) is a perverse sheaf on Ui, one has τ>i−nR(ji,··· ,1)∗(L[n]) = 0.
Therefore we have the following quasi-isomorphism in Db

c(Ui):

Qi = τ≥i−nR(ji,··· ,1)∗(L[n]) = Ri−n(ji,··· ,1)∗(L[n])[n− i]
= (Ri(ji,··· ,1)∗L)[n− i] = ((Rij∗L)|Ui)[n− i].

Thus there is a quasi-isomorphism

Qi =
⊕
S

LS[n− i],
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where the direct sum is over all the strata S in G of codimension i. In particular,

[Rj∗L[n]] = [(jn)!∗R(jn−1,··· ,1)∗(L[n])] + [Qn]

≥ [(jn,n−1)!∗(R(jn−2,··· ,1)∗(L[n])] + [(jn)!∗Qn−1] + [Qn]

≥ . . . ≥ [(j!∗(L[n])] +
n∑
i=1

[(jn,··· ,i+1)!∗Qi]

=
∑
S∈G

[IC(S,LS)]

where the inequalities follow from (6) and applied to (13) repeatedly. �

Remark 2.5. (a) When n = 1, (10) and (11) are equalities as it can be seen from the
proof, since (13) consists of only one exact sequence in this case. For example, in the
case of Example 2.3 one has `(Rj∗L[1]) = 4.

For n > 1, the following are equivalent: (10) is an equality; (11) is an equality;
(jn,··· ,i+1)!∗ is exact on the short exact sequences (13) for any 1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1.

(b) Rj∗(L[n]) = j!∗(L[n]) if and only if LS = 0 for any stratum S ⊂ Z.
(c) When X is smooth and Z is a hypersurface, detecting the simpleness of Rj∗(L[n])

for rank one local systems on U was studied in [BLSW17].
(d) If X = (Cn, 0) is the germ of the origin in Cn, n ≥ 3, Z is a hypersurface with

only isolated singularities at the origin, and L is a rank one local system on U = X−Z,
the above proof also works for this analytic case. In particular, we claim that (10) is an
equality in this case. Here we take the stratification of X with three strata U , Z − {0}
and {0}. Note that π1(U) ∼= Z due to the Milnor fibration and the well-known fact the
Milnor fiber is (n − 2)-connected for isolated singularity case. If L is not the constant
sheaf, the above proof proves the claim. On the other hand, if L is the constant sheaf, a
direct computation can be used to show (jn)!∗ is exact on the short exact sequence (13)
in this case, hence the claim follows. Moreover, once (10) holds as equality, one can give
a formula for the characteristic cycles of IC(X,L) using the approach we give later in
Section 5. This formula is not new, it coincides with the one given by [NT05, Theorem
1.1]. We leave the details out since they are not the focus of this paper.

3. General results for hyperplane arrangements

We specialize now to hyperplane arrangements and prove Theorems 1.1 and 1.4.

3.1. Terminology. Let A = {H1, · · · , Hr} be an arrangement of mutually distinct
hyperplanes in Cn, with complement

j : U = Cn \ A ↪→ Cn.

In addition to the terminology specific to hyperplane arrangements already introduced
in 1.3, we will also need the following standard definitions. We say that A is decom-
posable if there exist nonempty disjoint subarrangements A1 and A2 with A = A1 ∪A2

and, after a linear coordinate change, the defining equations for A1 and A2 have no
common variables. If A is central, this is equivalent to χ(P(U)) 6= 0, where P(U) is the
complement of the projectivization of the arrangement; hence this is a combinatorial
notion, see [STV95].
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Let MB(U) be the moduli space of rank one local systems on U . Then

MB(U) = Hom(H1(U,Z),C∗) = (C∗)r

as algebraic group. The last canonical isomorphism identifies a local system L with
t = (t1, · · · , tr) ∈ (C∗)r, where ti is its monodromy around the hyperplane Hi. In the
rest of this paper, L = Lt will always denote a rank one local system on U and t is
omitted if the context is clear.

Definition 3.1. Let A be an essential hyperplane arrangement. To a rank one local
system L = Lt on U and a fixed edge W ∈ E(A), we associated two tuples (AW , UW , LW )
and (AW , UW , LW ) as follows. Firstly, after renumbering the hyperplanes, let H1, . . . , Hk

denote all the hyperplanes in A containing W .

• Define Cn/W the quotient vector space obtained by moving the origin in W via
a change of coordinates. Then Cn = Cn/W ×W as affine spaces.
• Define the arrangement AW = {H1/W, . . . , Hk/W} in Cn/W . In particular,
AW is always a central essential arrangement. Denote its complement by UW =
(Cn/W ) \ AW .
• Define the arrangement AW = {W ∩Hk+1, . . . ,W ∩Hr} in W . It may happen

that W ∩ Hi = ∅ or W ∩ Hi = W ∩ Hj for i, j > k and i 6= j. The essential
assumption for A implies that AW is non-trivial, if dimW ≥ 1. Its complement
is UW = W −AW . If W is a point, then AW = ∅.
• For any x ∈ UW , let Ux be the complement of A in a small ball in Cn centered

at x. Then Ux is homotopy equivalent to UW . Restricting L to Ux, one has a
corresponding rank one local system on UW , which we denote by LW . In terms
of monodromy t ∈ (C∗)r, LW is the projection of t onto the first k coordinates
in MB(UW ) = (C∗)k.
• We define a rank one local system LW on UW by setting the monodromy around

an edge D, which has to be an hyperplane in the arrangement AW , to be the non-
zero complex number

∏l
j=1 tij , where Hij are all the hyperplanes in A containing

D but not W , that is, D = W ∩Hi1 ∩ · · · ∩Hil with ij > k.

If W = Cn, then (AW , UW , LW ) = (∅, {0},C{0}) and (AW , UW , LW ) = (A, U, L).
An edge W ∈ E(A) is dense if the central subarrangement AW is indecomposable

and, by convention, W 6= Cn. For the definition of indecomposable arrangement, see
[Dim17, Definition 2.5]. In particular, density is a combinatorial notion.

3.2. The lower bound. For the proof of Theorem 1.1, we first show:

Proposition 3.2. Let L be a rank one local system on the complement U of an essential
hyperplane arrangement A in Cn. For any edge W ∈ E(A) and i an integer,

(14) (Rij∗L)|UW = ⊕LW ,
where the number of copies of LW is dimH i(UW , LW ) = dimH i(Ux, L) for any x ∈ UW .

Proof. If W is a point, then UW = W is also a point, hence LW is the skyscraper sheaf
and the claim is clear. If W = Cn the claim is also clear.

Now we assume that 1 ≤ dimW < n. We can assume 0 ∈ W , W =
⋂k
i=1Hi, and

W 6⊂ Hi if i > k.
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Consider the following trivial fibrations:

Bε ∩ UW

%%

UW

&&

UW

''

Y

��

// UW × UW //

��

Cn \
⋃k
i=1 Hi

��

T (UW ) // UW // W

where: the third fibration is the restriction of the projection map Cn = Cn/W×W → W ,
the second one is the pull back of the third one, and the first one we explain now. We
shrink both the fibre and the base space in the second fibration such that the resulting
total space Y is homotopy equivalent to UW × UW and Y ⊂ U . Set codimW = w.
View UW as the complement of a hyperplane arrangement in Pn−w. As shown by Durfee
[Dur83], there exists an isotopic neighbourhood of UW , denoted by T (UW ), such that
T (UW ) ⊂ UW is a homotopy equivalence. See [Dim92, page 149] for the concrete
construction. Moreover, for this construction,

{‖x− y‖ | x ∈ T (UW ), y ∈ Hi, k + 1 ≤ i ≤ r}
has a positive lower bound, say α. As long as we take 0 < ε < α, Bx,ε \UW ⊂ U for any
x ∈ T (UW ), where Bx,ε is an open ball in Cn centred at x with radius ε. Recall that AW
is a central arrangement. Let Bε denote the open ball in Cn/W with radius ε centered at
the origin. Then Bε∩UW is homotopy equivalent to UW . Taking Y = T (UW )×(Bε∩UW ),
it is clear that Y is homotopy equivalent to UW × UW and Y ⊂ U .

Consider the following composition of natural maps:

π1(UW )× π1(UW ) = π1(UW × UW ) = π1(Y )→ π1(U)→ (C∗)r

where the last map is the character map defining the local system L. Using the pull back
functor, we have two rank one local system LW on UW and LW on UW , respectively, as
we defined before. Then

L|Y = (LW ⊗C L
W )|Y ,

where LW⊗CL
W means (p−1

1 LW )⊗C(p−1
2 LW ) with pi the projection maps from UW×UW .

Consider the following commutative diagram of inclusions:

Y //

j′

��

U

j

��

T (UW ) // T (UW )×Bε
// Cn

Here T (UW ) is viewed as T (UW )× 0, where 0 is the center of the ball Bε. Then

(Rj∗L)|T (UW ) = (Rj′∗(L|Y ))|T (UW ) = (Rj′∗((LW ⊗C L
W )|Y ))|T (UW ),

where the first quasi-isomorphism follows from the fact that Y is open in U . Due to the
product structure and the Künneth formula, we have that (Rij∗L)|T (UW ) = ⊕LW |T (UW ),
where the number of copies is dimH i(UW , LW ). Note that (Rij∗L)|UW is a local system.
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Now T (UW ) is open in UW and T (UW ) is homotopy equivalent to UW . So (Rij∗L)|UW =
⊕LW , where the number of copies is dimH i(UW , LW ). �

Proof of Theorem 1.1. The claim follows from Proposition 3.2 and Theorem 2.4 di-
rectly. �

Remark 3.3. Bibby ([Bib16, Lemma 3.1]) proved a similar claim as in Proposition 3.2
in a more general set-up, but only for the constant sheaf case.

Remark 3.4. If W is one of the hyperplanes in A, then UW is homotopy equivalent
with a circle, hence the following are equivalent: (i) the monodromy of L around W is
trivial; (ii) LW is trivial; (iii) H1(UW , LW ) 6= 0. By Proposition 3.2, this is then further
equivalent to: (iv) LW 6= 0, in the notation of Theorem 2.4.

Question 3.5. Based on Theorem 1.1, one may also ask if every decomposition factor
of Rj∗L[n] is always an intermediate extension of local systems of rank precisely one.

3.3. Length two. For the proof of Theorem 1.4, we will need some facts. The coho-
mology jump loci of U are defined by

(15) V ij(U) := {L ∈MB(U) | dimH i(U,L) ≥ j}.
The cohomology jump loci are homotopy invariants of U and Zariski closed sub-varieties
in MB(U) = (C∗)r. In this article we do not consider the possibly non-reduced scheme
structure on these sets. Set V i(U) = V i1(U) and V(U) = ∪i≥0V i1(U).

If A is central indecomposable then V(U) = {
∏r

i=1 ti = 1}, see [Bud15, Proposition
3.25]. If A is central essential then V(U) = Vn(U), by [DSY15, Theorem 1.3]; we call
this the propagation property. Hence if W is a dense edge,

V(UW ) = {
∏
W⊂Hi

ti = 1} ⊂MB(UW ) = (C∗)#{i|W⊂Hi}.

Setting
W(W ) = {L ∈MB(U) | LW ∈ V(UW )},

one has W(Cn) = MB(U), and, if W is dense, W(W ) = {
∏

W⊂Hi ti = 1} ⊂ (C∗)r. Set

W(W )◦ =W(W ) ∩

(
(C∗)r \

⋃
W ′ 6=W,Cn

W(W ′)

)
where the union is over all the edges W ′ different from W and Cn.

Lemma 3.6. Let W be an edge. Then

W(W )◦ =W(W ) ∩

(
(C∗)r \

⋃
W ′ 6=W

W(W ′)

)
where the union is over all the dense edges W ′ different from W . In particular, if W is
dense, then

W(W )◦ =

{ ∏
W⊂Hi

ti = 1

}
∩

{ ∏
dense W ′ 6=W

(
∏

W ′⊂Hi

ti − 1) 6= 0

}
⊂ (C∗)r,
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and

W(Cn)◦ =

{ ∏
dense W ′

(
∏

W ′⊂Hi

ti − 1) 6= 0

}
⊂ (C∗)r.

Proof. If W ′ 6= Cn is not a dense edge, then there exists a finite collection of dense edges
{Wi}1≤i≤l such that UW ′ = UW1 × · · · × UWl

. Then, by Künneth formula, W(W ′) =⋂l
i=1W(Wi). This implies the first claim. The rest follows from the explicit formulas for

dense edges given above. �

Lemma 3.7. If W is dense and L ∈ W(W )◦, then (AW , UW , LW ) satisfies the equivalent
conditions of Theorem 1.3.

Proof. Fix a dense edge D ∈ E(AW ). Let {Hi1 , · · · , Hil} be all the hyperplanes in A
containing D but not W , hence D = W ∩Hi1∩· · ·∩Hil with W * Hij for any 1 ≤ j ≤ l.

We only need to show that L ∈ W(W )◦ implies that
∏l

j=1 tij 6= 1.

There are two possible cases. In the first case, D is also a dense edge in E(A). Then

L ∈ W(W )◦ implies, by Lemma 3.6, that
∏

W⊂Hi ti = 1 and
(∏

W⊂Hi ti
)(∏l

j=1 tij
)
6= 1,

hence the claim follows.
In the second case, D is not a dense edge in E(A). Then there exists a finite collection

of dense edges {Wj}1≤j≤s of A with s ≥ 2 such that UD = UW1×· · ·×UWs . In particular,
D =

⋂s
j=1Wj. Since W is a dense edge in A, it follows that W is also a dense edge for

exactly one of these arrangements AWj , say AW1 . In particular, W1 ⊂ W . Since D is a
dense edge in E(AW ), it follows that W = W1 and s = 2. Then W2 = Hi1 ∩ · · · ∩Hil ,

hence
∏l

j=1 tij =
∏

W2⊂Hi ti 6= 1. �

Proposition 3.8. Fix a dense edge W ∈ E(A). For any L ∈ W(W )◦, (2) holds as
equality. Moreover,

(16) `(Rj∗L[n]) = 1 + |χ(P(UW ))|.

Proof. If L ∈ W(W )◦, then, with notation as in the proof of Theorem 2.4, one has that
Qi = 0 for any i 6= w, and Qw = ⊕LW [n − w] with dimHw(UW , LW ) copies, according
to Theorem 1.1 and the proof of Theorem 2.4. With the same notation as in the latter,
consider the inclusions:

U = U0 ↪
jw,··· ,1−−−−→ Uw ↪

jn,··· ,w+1−−−−−→ Un = Cn.

We have that
R(jw−1,··· ,1)∗(L[n]) = (jw−1,··· ,1)!∗(L[n]).

Hence (13) gives a short exact sequence of perverse sheaves

(17) 0→ (jw,··· ,1)!∗(L[n])→ R(jw,··· ,1)∗(L[n])→ ⊕LW [n− w]→ 0

since (jw,··· ,1)!∗(L[n]) = (jw)!∗(jw−1,··· ,1)!∗(L[n]). Then (2) holds as equality if we can
show that (jn,··· ,w+1)!∗ applied to this exact sequence is exact. If w = n, it is trivial.

Assume w < n. Letting i = w + 1 in (13), since Qw+1 = 0 one obtains that

R(jw+1,...,1)∗(L[n]) = R(jw+1)∗R(jw,··· ,1)∗(L[n]) =

= (jw+1)!R(jw,··· ,1)∗(L[n]) = (jw+1)!∗R(jw,··· ,1)∗(L[n]).
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Repeating this successively until i = n, one has

Rj∗(L[n]) = R(jn,··· ,w+1)∗R(jw,··· ,1)∗(L[n]) =

= (jn,··· ,w+1)!R(jw,··· ,1)∗(L[n]) = (jn,··· ,w+1)!∗R(jw,··· ,1)∗(L[n]).

On the other hand, L ∈ W(W )◦ implies by Lemma 3.7 that

R(jn,··· ,w+1)∗(L
W [n− w]) = (jn,··· ,w+1)!(L

W [n− w]) = (jn,··· ,w+1)!∗(L
W [n− w]).

Thus, (jn,··· ,w+1)!∗ applied to the exact sequence (17) produces another exact sequence.
To prove the equality `(Rj∗(L[n])) = 1 + |χ(P(UW ))|, we only need to show that

dimHw(UW , LW ) = |χ(P(UW ))|. Note that AW can be viewed as a central arrangement,
hence UW = P(UW ) × C∗ (see [Dim04, Proposition 6.4.1]). For any L ∈ W(W ), there

exists a unique rank one local system L̃W on P(UW ) such that p∗L̃W = LW , where
p : UW → P(UW ) is the Hopf map (same as the first projection map) (see [Dim04,

Proposition 6.4.3]). If L ∈ W(W )◦, Lemma 3.7 implies that L̃W on P(UW ) satisfies the
assumption in [Dim04, Theorem 6.4.18] from where it follows that

dimH i(P(UW ), L̃W ) =

{
|χ(P(UW ))| if i = w − 1,

0 if i 6= w − 1.

Then the Künneth formula gives us that

dimH i(UW , LW ) =

{
|χ(P(UW ))| if i = w − 1, w,

0 otherwise.

This finishes the proof. �

Proof of Theorem 1.4. Clearly (b) implies (a).
Assume that `(Rj∗(L[n])) = 2. We know that j!∗(L[n]) is a perverse subsheaf of length

one. Hence, by Theorem 1.1, there are two possibilities.
The first is when strict inequality happens in Theorem 1.1. That is, Hw(UW , LW ) = 0

for all W 6= Cn. This is equivalent to (jn,...,i)!∗Qi = 0 for all i > 0, with notation as in
the proof of Theorem 2.4. Hence Qi = 0 for i > 0, and Rj∗(L[n]) = j!∗(L[n]). However,
this has length one, which is a contradiction. So in fact this case does not occur.

The second case is when equality happens in Theorem 1.1. That is, there exists only
one edge W 6= Cn such that Hw(UW , LW ) 6= 0. Here w = codimW .

Firstly, W has to be a dense edge. If not, there exists a finite collection of dense edges
{Wi}1≤i≤l (l ≥ 2) such that UW = UW1 × · · · × UWl

. By the Künneth formula,

dimHw(UW , LW ) =
l∏

i=1

dimHwi(UWi
, LWi

) 6= 0.

This contradicts the fact that Hw′(UW ′ , LW ′) = 0 for all edges W ′ 6= W,Cn, where
w′ = codimW ′. In particular, (a) implies (b).

Secondly, by the propagation property, Vw′(UW ′) = V(UW ′) for all edges W ′ 6= W,Cn.
Thus L /∈ W(W ′), and hence L ∈ W(W )◦. Then the rest of the claim that (a) is
equivalent to (c) follows now from Lemma 3.6 and Proposition 3.8. �
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4. Length in the plane arrangements case

We specialize now to dimension three and prove Theorem 1.5 and Proposition 1.6.
We keep the same notation as in the previous section, except n = 3 now.

4.1. Proof of Theorem 1.5.

Definition 4.1. A subset Z of the space of rank one local systems MB(U) is called
absolute Q-constructible subset, if Z is a Zariski constructible subset defined over Q
which is obtained from finitely many torsion-translated complex affine algebraic subtori
of MB(U) via a finite sequence of taking union, intersection, and complement.

Proof of Theorem 1.5. Consider the “good” subset of MB(U) consisting of local systems
L satisfying equality in (2),

(18) {L ∈MB(U) | `(Rj∗L[3]) =
∑
W

dimHw(UW , LW )}.

By [BW15a], the cohomology loci

{K ∈MB(UW ) | dimHw(UW , K) = kW}

of rank one local systems on UW are absolute Q-constructible subsets for any kW ∈ N.
By [BGLW17, Corollary 1.3], the length loci

{L ∈MB(U) | `(Rj∗L[3]) = k}

are also absolute Q-constructible for any k ∈ N. Moreover, the map MB(U)→MB(UW ),
L 7→ LW , is just a projection, hence the inverse image of a torsion-translated subtorus
is also a torsion-translated subtorus. Thus this map pulls back absolute Q-constructible
sets to absolute Q-constructible sets. By varying k and the kW such that k =

∑
W kW ,

it follows that the good set from (18) is absolute Q-constructible.
This reduces the proof of Theorem 1.5 to the torsion local system case. Indeed, if (2)

holds as equality for any torsion local system with ti 6= 1 for all i, then smallest absolute
Q-constructible set containing all these torsion local systems is exactly the complement
of
⋃r
i=1{ti = 1} in MB(U).

Let Lt be a torsion rank one local system on U , that is, all coordinates of t ∈ (C∗)r
are roots of unity. Assume that all ti 6= 1. Then Lt is trivialized on a finite Galois étale
cover of U , hence Lt[3] is the complexification of a direct summand of a shifted higher
rank local system underlying a pure Hodge module of weight 3, see [Sa88, Théorème
1.1, Lemme 3]. We shall consider the smallest such Hodge module. Namely, let Ot be
the orbit of t in (C∗)r under the diagonal action of the Galois group Aut(C/Q). Then
for every α ∈ Ot, αi is a primitive root of unity of same order as ti for every i. Hence
Ot is finite. The direct sum

L̂C = ⊕α∈OtLα
is a higher-rank local system on U , and it is an Aut(C/Q)-invariant C-point of the

moduli space of local systems on U . Hence there exists a Q-local system L̂ such that

L̂C = L̂⊗Q C. In particular, L̂ is a simple Q-local system. Moreover, L̂[3] underlies a
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Hodge module of pure weight 3. To see this, one can consider the finite cover U t of U
associated to the following composition of surjective maps

π1(U)→ H1(U,Z) ∼= Zr → ⊕ri=1Z/(ord ti).

Here the first map is the Hurewicz morphism, and the second map sends every factor
Z to the finite group Z/(ord ti), where ord ti is the order of ti. The finite cover U t can
be taken as a algebraic variety such that the covering map π : U t → U becomes an
algebraic map. Now QUt [3] undelies a pure Hodge module of weight 3. Then so does

Rπ∗QUt [3], since π is a finite map. Note that L̂[3] is a direct summand of Rπ∗QUt [3], so

L̂[3] underlies a pure Hodge module of weight 3. In the rest of the proof, we use that all
considered functors lift to the category of mixed Hodge modules, [Sai90, Theorem 0.1].

With the same notation as in the proof of Theorem 2.4, let Ui denote the union of all
strata with codimension at most i, and consider sequence of maps:

U = U0

j1
↪→ U1

j2
↪→ U2

j3
↪→ U3 = C3.

We construct the following three short exact sequences of Q-perverse sheaves underlying
similar exact sequences of mixed Hodge modules:

0→ (j1)!∗(L̂[3])→ R(j1)∗(L̂[3])→ Q̂1 → 0(19)

0→ (j2)!∗R(j1)∗(L̂[3])→ R(j2 ◦ j1)∗(L̂[3])→ Q̂2 → 0(20)

0→ (j3)!∗R(j2 ◦ j1)∗(L̂[3])→ Rj∗(L̂[3])→ Q̂3 → 0(21)

Firstly, the explicit description of the Q-perverse sheaf Q̂i is as follows. Consider the
C-perverse sheaf Qi constructed out of the rank one C-local system Lt as in the proof
of Theorem 2.4. The perverse sheaf Qi is supported only on the disjoint union of the
strata UW where W are edges of codimension i. Over each UW ,

(Qi)|UW = ((LWt )⊕h
i(UW ,(Lt)W ))[3− i]

as shown in Proposition 3.2. Hhere we set

hi(UW , (Lt)W )) := dimH i(UW , (Lt)W )).

Doing the same for all Lα with α ∈ (C∗)r in the orbit Ot, we obtain C-perverse sheaves
Qα,i with

(Qα,i)|UW = (((Lα)W )⊕h
i(UW ,(Lα)W ))[3− i].

We define

Q̂i,C = ⊕α∈OtQα,i.

It is not immediately clear that this perverse sheaf is defined over Q. For that we have
to note that

(22) hi(UW , (Lα)W ) = hi(UW , (Lt)W )

for all α ∈ Ot. This follows immediately from the fact that cohomology jump loci
are defined over Q, since (Lα)W must also be an Aut(C/Q)-conjugate of LW if α is

a conjugate of t. Thus there exists a Q-perverse sheaf Q̂i with Q̂i ⊗Q C = Q̂i,C. By

functoriality, Q̂i = Q̂i are the perverse sheaves appearing in the exact sequences above.
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Now, since ti 6= 1 for all i, for every α ∈ Ot one also has that αi 6= 1 for all i. Then

Q̂1 ⊗Q C = Q̂1 ⊗Q C = 0 by Remark 3.4, and hence Q̂1 = 0. This implies that

(j1)!∗(L̂[3]) = R(j1)∗(L̂[3]).

Then the claim follows if we can show that the functor (j3)!∗ is exact on the short exact
sequence (20).

Now, since the intermediate extension functor preserves the weight, (j1)!∗(L̂[3]) =

R(j1)∗(L̂[3]) is also a Hodge module of pure of weight 3. We will show that Q̂2 has pure
weight 4.

This is a local computation. Let W ∈ E(A) be a line. Due to Theorem 2.4 and

Proposition 3.2, we get that Q̂2|UW is a Q-local system on UW shifted by 1 with stalk

isomorphic to H2(UW , L̂W ). Here L̂W is the Q-local system corresponding to L̂|Ux for
any x ∈ UW , due to the fact that Ux is homotopy equivalent to UW .

Assume that W has multiplicity m, that is, there are exactly m hyperplanes of A
containing W . Then UW is just the central line arrangement with m lines passing
through the origin. Without loss of generality, we can assume that W = H1 ∩ · · · ∩Hm.

If
∏m

i=1 ti 6= 1, then equation (22) gives us that H2(UW , (Lα)W ) = 0 for any α ∈ Ot,

hence Q̂2|UW = 0.
On the other hand, if

∏m
i=1 ti = 1, then equation (22) implies that

∏m
i=1 αi = 1 for

any α ∈ Ot. Notice that
UW = C∗ × P(UW ),

where P(UW ) = P1 − {m points} and the hyperplanes {Hi}1≤i≤m are one-to-one corre-
sponding to these m points. Let p be the projection from UW to P(UW ). The product∏r

i=1 αi = 1 implies that there exists a rank one C-local system L̃α,W on P(UW ) such

that Lα,W = p∗L̃α,W . In fact, L̃α,W is the rank one C-local system on P(UW ), which
sends the meridian along the point corresponding to Hi to αi. Set

L̃W = ⊕α∈OtL̃α,W .

L̃W is indeed a Q-local system, since L̂W |UW = p∗L̃W . Putting all together, we get the
the following isomorphisms of mixed Hodge structures:

H2(UW , L̂W ) = H2(UW , p
∗L̃W ) = H1(C∗,Q)⊗H1(P(UW ), L̃W ).

Here the second isomorphism follows from the Künneth formula. It is clear that tensoring
with H1(C∗,Q) is the Tate twist operation.

We argue that H1(P(UW ), L̃W ) has pure weight 1. In fact, let j̃ denote the inclusion

from P(UW ) to P1. Since every L̃α,W has αi 6= 1 for all i, it is easy to check that

Rj̃∗(L̃W [1]) = j̃!∗(L̃W [1]),

hence
H1(P(UW ), L̃W ) = IH1(P1, L̃W ).

Note that IH1(P1, L̃W ) has pure weight 1, hence so does H1(P(UW ), L̃W ). Therefore,

H2(UW , L̂W ) has pure weight 3. Counting the shift by 1, we get that Q̂2|UW has pure
weight 4.
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With the above weights, [BFNP09, Lemma 2.18] shows that the functor (j3)!∗ is exact
on the short exact sequence (20). Note that [BFNP09, Lemma 2.18] is proved for the
category of polarized mixed Hodge modules which are extendable to its closure in the
analytic case. It is shown in [Sai90, page 313] that this category is equivalent to the
category of mixed Hodge modules in the algebraic case. Then the claim follows. �

4.2. Deletion-restriction method. To deal with the case where ti = 1 for some i, we
recall first the deletion-restriction method in the general case of a hyperplane arrange-
ment in Cn. Without loss of generalities, we assume that t1 = 1. The hyperplane H1

gives a triple of arrangements (A,A′,A′′), where A′ = A \ {H1} is an arrangement in
Cn with one less hyperplane than A and A′′ is the arrangement AH1 we defined before.

Set U ′ = Cn \ ∪ri=2Hi and U ′′ = U ′ − U . Consider the inclusions:

U
i
↪→ U ′

j′

↪→ Cn.

Then one can extend the local system L on U to U ′, which is a rank one local system
on U ′ denoted by L′, such that L = i−1L′. Moreover, i!∗(L[n]) = L′[n]. Using a similar
approach as in the proof of Theorem 2.4, one has the following short exact sequence of
perverse sheaves:

0→ i!∗(L[n])→ Ri∗(L[n])→ Q→ 0

where Q = LH1 [n−1] follows from Proposition 3.2. Set L′′ = LH1 . We rewrite this short
exact sequence as follows:

(23) 0→ L′[n]→ Ri∗(L[n])→ L′′[n− 1]→ 0

Applying the functor Rj′∗ to it, we got a new short exact sequence:

0→ Rj′∗(L
′[n])→ Rj∗(L[n])→ Rj′∗(L

′′[n− 1])→ 0

which gives that

[Rj∗L[n]] = [Rj′∗L
′[n]] + [Rj′∗L

′′[n− 1]]

and

(24) `(Rj∗L[n]) = `(Rj′∗L
′[n]) + `(Rj′∗L

′′[n− 1]).

4.3. Length jump loci via cohomology jump loci. Now let us focus again on
the dimension 3 case. For simplicity, we assume that A is a central essential hyper-
plane arrangement in C3. Then A′ and A′′ are both central arrangements. Let P(U),
P(U ′),P(U ′′) denote the projection of the complements U,U ′, U ′′, respectively. Assume
that

∏r
i=1 ti = 1. Then the three local systems (L,L′, L′′) induce three rank one local

systems (L̃, L̃′, L̃′′) on (P(U),P(U ′),P(U ′′)), respectively. In particular,

H3(U,L) = H2(P(U), L̃), H3(U ′, L′) = H2(P(U ′), L̃′), H2(U ′′, L′′) = H1(P(U ′′), L̃′′)

Since we assume that t1 = 1, we get a short exact sequence similar to (23) for the new
triples (L̃, L̃′, L̃′′). By taking hypercohomology, one gets a long exact sequence:

0→ H1(P(U ′), L̃′)→ H1(P(U), L̃)→H0(P(U ′′), L̃′′)
δ→ H2(P(U ′), L̃′)

→ H2(P(U), L̃)→ H1(P(U), L̃′′)→ 0
(25)
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where δ is the boundary map. See [Dim04, p. 221-222] for more details about this kind
of long exact sequences.

Remark 4.2. The exactness of (25) is proved in [Coh02, Theorem 4]. This method
was used to show in [Coh02, Theorem 2] that, for any fixed integer d ≥ 2, there exists
hyperplane arrangement A such that the jump locus V1(U) of its complement U contains
positive dimensional components which are translated by characters of order d.

We assume now that t1 = 1 and ti 6= 1 for any 2 ≤ i ≤ r. Then L′ satisfies the
assumption in Theorem 1.5, hence (2) holds as equality for L′. Now L′′ is a rank one
local system on U ′′, and A′′ is a line arrangement. Then (2) also holds as equality for
L′′ as mentioned in the introduction, see Remark 1.2(b). Therefore, the equality (24)
gives a way to compute `(Rj∗L[3]) in this case.

Let us compare (24) with the right hand side of (2). Consider the corresponding
difference for decomposition factors in the Grothendieck group G(C3). If we mod out
the skyscraper sheaf C0 (supported at the origin) part, the computation is same as the
line arrangement case. Since (2) holds as equality for the line arrangement case, the
difference is only about the multiplicity of C0, which is as follows 1:

(26) dimH3(U ′, L′) + dimH2(U ′′, L′′)− dimH3(U,L).

If
∏r

i=1 ti 6= 1, then all these three terms are 0, hence (2) holds as equality. However, in
our case

∏r
i=1 ti = 1, and this difference is same as

dimH2(P(U ′), L̃′) + dimH1(P(U ′′), L̃′′)− dimH2(P(U), L̃).

Then the long exact sequence (25) shows that this difference is 0 if and only if the
boundary map δ is trivial. So whether (2) holds as equality for the length of Rj∗L[3]
depends on if the boundary map δ is trivial.

Note that dimH0(P(U), L̃′′) is either 0 or 1, hence the difference is at most 1. In fact,
if L̃′′ is not the constant sheaf, then H0(U ′′, L′′) = 0, hence δ = 0. On the other hand,
if L̃′′ is the constant sheaf, it is a hard question to determine δ.

Question 4.3. Is δ combinatorially determined?

This question has a positive answer if the jump loci of a hyperplane arrangement
complement are combinatorially determined.

Next we give an example where δ is non-trivial.

Example 4.4. Consider the central hyperplane arrangement in C3 defined by z(x −
z)m1(y− z)m2 = 0 where m1 ≥ 2 and m2 ≥ 2. These were studied in [CDP05]. We order
the hyperplanes as the factors. In particular, H1 is the hyperplane defined by z = 0.

First, let us choose t such that L̃′′ is the constant sheaf. This can be done, if t1 = 1,∏m1+1
i=2 ti = 1 and

∏m1+m−2+1
i=m1+2 ti = 1.

Secondly, we choose t /∈ V1(P(U)). The fundamental group of P(U) is a product
of two free groups Fm1 × Fm2 , see [CDP05, Corollary 1.7]. Taking the projection of
H1 to be the hyperplane at infinity in P(U), it is easy to show that V1(P(U)) has two

1Note that this gives a positive answer to Question 3.5 in dimension 3 case.
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irreducible components: the component defined by ti = 1 for any 2 ≤ i ≤ m1 + 1, and
the component defined by ti = 1 for any m1 + 2 ≤ i ≤ m1 +m2 + 1.

It is clear that we have a lot of choices of t satisfying the above conditions. For such
t, H1(P(U), L̃) = 0 and dimH0(P(U ′′), L̃′′) = 1, hence δ 6= 0.

If the number of indices i for which ti = 1 is ≥ 2, one can repeat the above procedure
and use (24) to compute `(Rj∗Lt[3]).

Proof of Proposition 1.6. If ti 6= 1 for all i, then (2) shows that `(Rj∗Lt[3]) can be
computed from V2

j (U(A)). If there is only one i such that ti = 1, we assume that
t1 = 1 without loss of generalities. Note that U ′′ is a central line arrangement, hence
dimH2(U ′′, L′′) is determined by combinational data. Then `(Rj∗Lt[3]) can be computed
from V2

j (U(A′)). If there are more indices such that ti = 1, we repeat the above procedure
and use (24). Then it is clear that `(Rj∗Lt[3]) can be computed by the jump loci
V2
j (U(B)) of the complement of all possible sub-arrangements B of A with all j ≥ 1.

The inequality follows by induction and the fact that the difference (26) is at most 1. �

Remark 4.5. A general formula for `(Rj∗L[3]) is hard to obtain even for central essential
hyperplane arrangement in C3, since it is not clear if δ is combinatorially determined.

5. Intersection cohomology and characteristic cycles

As a by-product of the results for plane arrangements in C3, we can address other
invariants besides lengths in this case. In this section we prove Theorems 1.7 and 1.9.

5.1. General remarks. Let P be a perverse sheaf on Cn and let CC(P ) denote the
characteristic cycle of P . Note that, for any rank one local system L on U , it is well
known that CC(L[n]) = CC(CU [n]), see [Dim04, Example 4.3.21(i)]. Then the formula
[Gin86, (0.2.2)] implies that CC(Rj∗L[n]) = CC(Rj∗CU [n]), hence

CC(Rj∗L[n]) = CC(Rj∗C[n])

=
∑

W∈E(A)

dimHw(UW ) · CC(CW [n− w])

=
∑

W∈E(A)

dimHw(UW ) · T ∗WCn,

where T ∗WCn is the conormal bundle over W and the second equality follows from (3).
Once (1) and (2) hold as equality, one can use them to give a formula for CC(j!∗(L[n]))
by induction on the dimension.

We thank a referee for pointing out to us the following positive answer to a question
we posed in the original version of this article:

Proposition 5.1. For a rank one local system L on the complement U of a hyperplane
arrangement A in Cn, one has

`(Rj∗L[n]) ≤ `(Rj∗CU [n]) =
∑

W∈E(A)

dimHw(UW ).

Moreover, equality holds if and only if L is the constant sheaf.
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Proof. For a perverse sheaf P on Cn, one has a decomposition

CC(P ) =
∑
i

ni · Λi,

where each Λi is an irreducible conic Lagrangian cycle and ni are positive integers, see
[Dim04, Corollary 5.2.24]. Recall that the characteristic cycle functor factors through
the Grothendieck group G(Cn), see [Dim04, Section 4.3]. Thus

`(P ) ≤
∑
i

ni

and equality holds if and only if every decomposition factor of P has exactly one irre-
ducible conic Lagrangian cycle as its characteristics cycle.

This is an equality if P = Rj∗CU [n] by Remark 1.2(a), which also gives

`(Rj∗CU [n]) =
∑

W∈E(A)

dimHw(UW ).

For a rank one local system L on U , the equality CC(Rj∗L[n]) = CC(Rj∗C[n]) then
implies

(27) `(Rj∗L[n]) ≤ `(Rj∗CU [n]).

Moreover, if (27) is an equality, then for every decomposition factor P of Rj∗L[n],
CC(P ) is exactly one irreducible conic Lagrangian cycle. We use now the same notation
as in the proof of Theorem 2.4. Thus (12) implies that the decomposition factors of
R(j1)∗L[n] are exactly the non-zero j−1

n,...,2P with P being all possible decomposition
factors of Rj∗L[n]. In particular, the support of Q1 is the union of all hyperplanes in A
minus the codimension 2 edges. Therefore the restriction of R1j∗L to each hyperplane
minus the codimension 2 edges is non-zero. This can happen only if L is the constant
sheaf. �

5.2. Dimension 2 case. Now let us focus on C2. For an essential line arrangement A
in C2, we set E(A) = {C2, H1, · · · , Hr, p1, · · · , pl}, where {pj} are the singular points of
A. Assume that the multiplicity associated to each singular point pj is mj. Then

CC(Rj∗L[2]) = CC(Rj∗CU [2]) = T ∗C2C2 +
r∑
i=1

T ∗HiC
2 +

l∑
j=1

(mj − 1) · T ∗pjC
2.

Moreover (1) holds as equality in dimension 2 case, which gives us that:

CC(Rj∗L[2])) = CC(j!∗(L[2])) +
∑
i : ti=1

CC(IC(Hi, LHi)) +
l∑

j=1

dimH2(Upj , L) · CC(Cpj),

Note that if L = Lt with ti = 1,

CC(IC(Hi, LHi)) = T ∗HiC
2 +

∑
T ∗pjC

2,

where the last sum is over all the singular points pj ∈ Hi such that
∏

pj∈Hk tk 6= 1. Here

the product is over all lines Hk which contain pj.
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Set

γj(t) =


0 if tk = 1 for all k such that pj ∈ Hk,
mj − 1−#{tk = 1 | pj ∈ Hk} if

∏
pj∈Hk tk 6= 1,

1 otherwise.

Then we have the following combinational formula for the characteristic cycles of inter-
section complex j!∗(L[2]):

CC(j!∗(Lt[2])) = T ∗C2C2 +
∑
i : ti 6=1

T ∗HiC
2 +

l∑
j=1

γj(t) · T ∗pjC
2.

The Euler characteristic number is additive with respect to the distinguished triangles
(see [Dim04, page 95]), hence the fact that (1) holds as equality in dimension 2 case,
gives us that

χ(U) = χ(Rj∗Lt[2]) = χ(IC(C2, Lt)) +
∑
i : ti=1

χ(IC(Hi, LHi)) +
l∑

j=1

dimH2(Upj , L).

Note that when ti = 1,

χ(IC(Hi, LHi)) = −1 + #{pj ∈ Hi |
∏
pj∈Hk

tk 6= 1},

where the product runs over all Hk such that pj ∈ Hk. On the other hand, χ(U) =
1− r +

∑
j(mj − 1). Then we get that

χ(j!∗(Lt[2])) = 1−
∑
i : ti 6=1

1 +
l∑

j=1

γj(t).

Next we compute IH∗(C2, Lt). If Lt is the constant sheaf, then IH∗(C2, Lt) = H∗(C2).
Now we assume that Lt 6= CU , hence IH0(C2, Lt) = 0. Let B be the sub-arrangement
of A defined by all the hyperplanes Hi with ti 6= 1. Then B 6= ∅, since Lt 6= CU . If
ti 6= 1 for all i, B = A. Let U(B) be the complement of the arrangement B. Let i be
the inclusion from U to U(B). Then there exists a unique rank one local system L(B)
on U(B) such that i!∗(Lt[2]) = L(B)[2], hence IH∗(C2, Lt) = IH∗(C2, L(B)).

Let jB denote the open inclusion from U(B) to C2. Consider the two short exact
sequences as in the proof of Theorem 2.4 for RjB∗ L(B)[2]. Consider the hypercohomology
group long exact sequence associated to the second short exact sequence. Since the last
term is a skyscraper sheaf, one gets the isomorphism

H−1(C2, (jB2 )!∗R(jB1 )∗(L(B)[2])) = H1(U(B), L(B))

The first short exact sequence gives an isomorphism (jB1 )!∗L(B)[1] = R(jB1 )∗L(B)[1] due
to the choice of B, hence

IH1(C2, L(B)) = H−1(C2, (jB)!∗(L(B)[2])) = H−1(C2, (jB2 )!∗R(jB1 )∗(L(B)[2])).

Putting all this together, one gets that IH1(C2, Lt) = H1(U(B), L(B)), and IH2(C2, Lt)
can be computed from IH1(C2, Lt) using the formula for χ(j!∗(Lt[2])).
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5.3. Dimension 3 case. Due to Theorem 1.5, one can compute CC(j!∗(Lt[3])) for di-
mension 3 case, when ti 6= 1 for all i. However the formula would be quite complicated,
as we can already see from the dimension 2 case in previous subsection. For simplicity,
we only give the formula for central essential hyperplane arrangements in C3 and local
systems L with same monodromy around each hyperplane.

Let A be a central essential hyperplane arrangement in C3. Let fi be a degree one
polynomial defining Hi. The Milnor fiber F associated to A is defined by

∏r
i=1 fi = 1

in C3. The monodromy action on F is given by h : F → F, h(x) = exp(2πi/r) · x. Then
the monodromy action on H∗(F ) is semi-simple and has order r. Let H∗(F )s denote the
eigenspace of H∗(F ) with eigenvalue s.

Proof of Theorem 1.7. Note that for s 6= 1 and any 2-dimensional edge Hi in C3,
H1(Ux, L) = 0 for any generic point x in Hi and all i. Theorem 1.5 shows that (1) holds
as equality for Ls when s 6= 1, which gives us that

CC(Rj∗L[3]) = CC(j!∗(L[3]))+

+
l∑

j=1

dimH2(UΛj , LΛj) · CC(IC(Λj, L
Λj)) + dimH3(U,L) · CC(C0).

Note that UΛj = Λj − 0 = C∗ for all j. The representation of the rank one local system
LΛj sends the only generator of the fundamental group to sr−mj . So

CC(IC(Λj, L
Λj)) =

{
T ∗ΛjC

3, if sr−mj = 1,

T ∗ΛjC
3 + T ∗0 C3, otherwise.

Since AΛj is a central line arrangement with mj lines and s 6= 1,

dimH2(UΛj , LΛj) =

{
mj − 2, if smj = 1,
0, otherwise.

Since the monodromy action on H∗(F ) is semi-simple, it follows from [Dim04, Corollary
6.4.9] that dimH3(U,Ls) = dimH2(F )s and dimH1(U,Ls) = dimH1(F )s when s 6= 1.
Recall that

CC(Rj∗L[3]) = CC(Rj∗(CU [3])) =

= T ∗C3C3 +
r∑
i=1

T ∗HiC
3 +

l∑
j=1

(mj − 1) · T ∗ΛjC
3 + (

l∑
j=1

(mj − 1)− r + 1) · T ∗0 C3

Putting all this together, we get the desired formula for CC(j!∗(Ls[3])). Since we are
dealing with central hyperplane arrangements, the formula for χ(C3, j!∗(Ls[3])) follows
from the local index formula for characteristic cycles, e.g. [Dim04, Theorem 4.3.25].

Next we compute the intersection cohomology IH∗(C3, Ls). Since s 6= 1, IH0(C3, Ls) =
0. Now A is a central arrangement, hence IH3(C3, Ls) = H0(j!∗Ls[3])0 = 0. Here
H0(j!∗Ls[3])0 is 0-th cohomology of the stalk of j!∗Ls[3] at the origin, and it is 0 due to
the basic properties of intermediate extension.

Now we recall the three short exact sequences (19), (20, (21) from the proof of Theorem
1.5. The proof of Theorem 1.5 showed that the functor (j3)!∗ is exact on the short exact
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sequence (20) when s 6= 1. Forgetting the conjugated part, we have a new short exact
sequence:

0→ j!∗(Ls[3])→ (j3)!∗R(j2 ◦ j1)∗(Ls[3])→ (j3)!∗Q2 → 0

Consider the hypercohomology long exact sequence associated to this short exact se-
quence. Since the support of (j3)!∗Q2 has dimension 1 and (j3)!∗Q2 is perverse, one gets
that H i(C3, (j3)!∗Q2) = 0 for i < −1 ([Dim04, Proposition 5.2.20]), which implies the
following isomorphism

IH1(C3, Ls) = H−2(C3, (j3)!∗R(j2 ◦ j1)∗(Ls[3])).

Consider the hypercohomology long exact sequence associated to the short exact se-
quence (21). Since Q3 is the skyscraper sheaf, one gets that

H−2(C3, (j3)!∗R(j2 ◦ j1)∗(Ls[3])) = H1(U,Ls).

Hence dim IH1(C3, Ls) = dimH1(U,Ls) = dimH1(F )s. Note that

−χ(C3, j!∗(Ls[3])) =
3∑
i=0

(−1)i dim IHi(C3, Ls) = dim IH2(C3, Ls)− dim IH1(C3, Ls).

Then the formula for dim IH2(C3, Ls) follows. �

Proof of Theorem 1.9. Using Theorem 1.7, all that is left is to compute dimH2(F )s.
Papadima-Suciu [PS17, Theorem 1.2] showed that ∆1(t) = (t − 1)r−1(t2 + t + 1)β3(A) .
Note that if 3 - r, then β3(A) = 0. One has

dimH1(F )s =

{
β3(A), s3 = 1, sr = 1.
0, else,

Recall that
∆0(t)∆2(t)

∆1(t)
= (tr − 1)χ(F )/r.

It is easy to check that χ(F )/r =
(
r−2

2

)
− n3(A), hence

∆2(t) = (t− 1)r−2(tr − 1)(
r−2
2 )−n3(A)(t2 + t+ 1)β3(A).

Note that dimH3(U,Ls) = dimH2(F )s for s 6= 1. Then the claims follow by direct
computations. �
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